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I would like to strongly object to this application as i believe the planning procedure may well have been
flawed.My name appeared along with other people on a letter now removed that tried to suggest that the
applicant had overwhelming support for the facility on the quarterdeck and i have been contacted by people
who saw the letter(the latest person today tuesday 01/05'2018) and   thought i along with others named on the
letter were all in favour of the application.The letter was later removed but i know by the conversations i have
had it has clouded peoples view of the application which i think is very wrong .The cliff that is to be dug away
is a clay cliff that had lots of land drains put in right where the building work is to be. I think to dig into the
scheme is foolhardy as the works were carried out to try and stabilise the area and protect land and property
above, just have a walk around and look at the cliff movement and falls from this winter.The Robin hoods bay
coastal and geology report states the recession rates. The applicant has tried to say the new fast food  hut is in
the exact same position as the tiny tea hut from early 1950s but if you look at the photos you will see different
huts in different positions some with wheels the reason being they were only up for a few months in the summer
and taken away or sometimes stored along with  Len Turners deck chairs below the institute  for winter.Many
old locals can confirm that the huts were not permanent structures.They simply would not have survived the
winters battering on a clay crumbling cliff.So i would argue that as the huts were not permanent not in the same
position and the last one was over 60 years ago and probably under the Scarborough council owned quarterdeck
with no footings left that they have no link to this application and that this is not a reinstatement but a
completely new permanent building .
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